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Drawing Conclusions

Do not read this text the whole way through. Read a portion and then draw
conclusions to answer the questions. Then read the next paragraph.
Polar Bear Central
It was not a wise place to build a town. Each fall, polar bears spend
about three months living there. Churchill, on the west coast of the
Hudson Bay in Canada, is a rest stop on the bears' annual journey to
the pack ice. About 1,000 polar bears go there to wait for the Bay to
freeze over. About 1,000 people live in the town. The bears and the residents must coexist.
1. Why is Churchill in a bad location?
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
2. Which months are the polar bears in town?
____________________________________________________________
Nowhere else on Earth do so many bears gather in such a small area. Hundreds of tourists
flock to Churchill. Now the Bay is freezing over later than it used to. Polar bears spend more
time with more tourists. It’s a tragedy waiting to happen.
3. Why do tourists flock to Churchill every fall?
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
4. What is the
tragedy
that the
thinks may
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____________________________________________________________
the printable version of this worksheet
____________________________________________________________
These bears haven’t eaten in months--not since the pack ice melted and left them landlocked. Yet some tourists act like the bears are tame! Some try to take photos too close to a
bear. Others walk alone on the beach and almost invite an attack. The last fatal bear attack in
Churchill occurred long ago. But in 2013, two people barely survived an attack.
5. Why do the tourists act differently around the polar bears than the Churchill
residents do?
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
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Drawing Conclusions

Read a text. Use information from it to complete the graphic organizer.

Clues from the Text

+
What I Know
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Drawing Conclusions

Do not read this text the whole way through. Read a portion and then draw
conclusions to answer the questions. Then read the next paragraph.
Polar Bear Central
It was not a wise place to build a town. Each fall, polar bears spend
about three months living there. Churchill, on the west coast of the
Hudson Bay in Canada, is a rest stop on the bears' annual journey to
the pack ice. About 1,000 polar bears go there to wait for the Bay to
freeze over. About 1,000 people live in the town. The bears and the residents must coexist.
1. Why is Churchill in a bad location?
Churchill is where 1,000 polar bears wait for 3 months for pack ice to form.
____________________________________________________________

Townspeople have to coexist with a dangerous predator.
____________________________________________________________
2. Which months are the polar bears in town?
October, November, and probably part of September
____________________________________________________________
Nowhere else on Earth do so many bears gather in such a small area. Hundreds of tourists
flock to Churchill. Now the Bay is freezing over later than it used to. Polar bears spend more
time with more tourists. It’s a tragedy waiting to happen.
3. Why do tourists flock to Churchill every fall?
They want to see the polar bears for themselves.
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
4. What is the
tragedy
that the
thinks may
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The author thinks that the polar bears may kill someone.
____________________________________________________________
the printable version of this worksheet
____________________________________________________________
These bears haven’t eaten in months--not since the pack ice melted and left them landlocked. Yet some tourists act like the bears are tame! Some try to take photos too close to a
bear. Others walk alone on the beach and almost invite an attack. The last fatal bear attack in
Churchill occurred long ago. But in 2013, two people barely survived an attack.
5. Why do the tourists act differently around the polar bears than the Churchill
residents do?
The
tourists are there to see the bears and get too close. The residents see the
____________________________________________________________

bears
every year and know that they are dangerous, so they are more cautious.
____________________________________________________________
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Drawing Conclusions

Read a text. Use information from it to complete the graphic organizer.

Clues from the Text
Answers will vary.

+
What I Know
Answers will vary.
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Answers will vary.
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